Consciousness and quantum information processing: uncovering the foundation for a medicine of light.
Great progress has been made by Russian and German researchers in recent years (Popp, Voeikov, and others) to examine the biophysical aspects of biophotonic processes in humans. This paper suggests that there is a many-body reality to the way biophysical light interacts with the human self-organization of information that may be achieved by means of biomolecular, metabolic, or neural communication. These systems may merge as mobile energy relay systems similar to what is seen as qi processes in acupuncture science, suggesting a "holomovement" that seeks to confirm itself and increasingly retrieves and uses only the information that serves its exchanges with the environment. This coevolution of evolutionary process levels, expressed in process terms, can be seen as a foundation for a Medicine of Light integrating hidden variables in consciousness studies with functional differentiation and new findings in the biologic sciences.